
Norway
I. Virile Ways of the Modern Vikings

By A. MacCallum Scott

Author of "Through Finland," etc.

THE spirit of Norway is the spirit of

the North. It is the home of

the gods of the North. To each

race and country its ancient gods, earth-

born, the personification of natural

forces and instincts. Baal, Zeus, Apollo,

Pan, and the Celtic gods of forest and

river, still haunt the lands of their

origin. Thor and Odin still dwell

among the barren mountains of the

North, in remote valleys where the tall

pine grows undisturbed beside foaming,

snow-fed rivers, or on the shores of

fjords where inaccessible cliffs frown

down upon green waters like the battle-

ments of Valhalla.

Europe, lying
;

wholly within the

temperate zone,

has been the

breeding-ground of
!

all the great ruling

races of the mod-
ern world. And of

all the races of

Europe the most

remarkable are

those which have

sprung from the

great Gothic stock

which developed

its special charac-

teristics by un-

known centuries of

evolution in Scan-

dinavia. Stream

after stream of

that potent blood

came out of the

North to revivify

the decadent races

'

of the South.

Goths, Vandals,

Varangians, the

WARDEN OF VIK, HARDANGER
The conscientious discharge of his duties is seen

in its sternest aspect when he wields the long rod,

to which offertory bag and bell are attached,

with a careful precision warranted to awaken the

attention of all dormant worshippers

Photo, S. J. BeckJti
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followers of Ruric, Vikings, Normans, all

springing from the same fertile stock,

penetrated Europe from the Baltic to

the Mediterranean, and inherited the

wreckage of the Roman Empire. The
" western civilization " which domin-

ates the world to-day is in all its essen-

tial features the direct outcome of the

union of the insurgent, individualistic,

adventurous spirit of the North with

the culture and science of Rome.

Climate is an important factor in

the development of racial characteristics.

The North is a Spartan mother, and her

sons are nourished in adversity and

indurated to the

struggle with na-

ture. Fruits do

not drop into their

lap. They are

trained to stand

alone, compelled

to exercise fore-

sight. Like the

pine that braves

the tempest, their

fibre is toughened

by the struggle for

life. The earliest

members of the

Gothic race to

settle in Norway
found in these

sheltered fjords

and narrow val-

leys and virgin

forests plenty of

food for those who
had the skill and

the strength to win

it, and when their

numbers had mul-

tiplied beyond the

limits of their food
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TRYSTING HOUR OF HARDANGER HIGHLAND LASS
No attire could prove more attractive on the fair-haired Hardanger girls than the neat white
blouse and the cloth vest enclosing an elaborately beaded front ; a fact of which this Norwegian
Juliet is fully cognisant and which, maybe, is partly responsible for the half-smile that plays about

her lips as with happy, expectant eyes she scans the path winding towards her dwelling
Photo, Publishers' Photo Service

resources they could send forth a breed
of men able to find and take what
they required elsewhere.

The country, save for the literary

associations of the ancient sagas,

lacks the historic interest of Italy,

Greece, and those lands which were
provinces of the Roman Empire. It

has not the continuous monumental
record. The early buildings were made
of wood, which could seldom stand the

wear and tear of centuries of northern

winters. A building such as the cathe-

dral at Trondhjem is unique. Hence
the country gives an impression of

newness and freshness which is almost

transatlantic. Here is a raw, young

world. It is a bizarre contrast, this

crude youth in juxtaposition with the

most recent developments of science

—

electric light, electric power, telephones,

etc. The waves of modern civilization

lap round the coast, which is familiar

to tourists, but there are vast areas in

the interior which have never been
opened up by railways, where, in remote
valleys, the people live their life in all

the ancient simplicity.

The coast of Norway is one vast

sheltered harbour for thousands of miles.

It is protected by a continuous belt of

islands, large and small, the Skjaergaard,

or fence of skerries, through the narrow-

straits between which shins wind their
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NORWAY & THE NORWEGIANS

way as through a canal. Between

these islands and the mainland there

is a channel or belt of deep water,

deeper than the outside ocean. The

fjords are not river estuaries, but

narrow, deep-sea channels, branching

out in all directions until they almost

meet, and penetrating sometimes one

hundred miles into the interior of the

country. Their towering cliffs run down

precipitously into deep water.

The interior is a huddle of grey,

rounded mountains culminating in the

snow-clad heights of the Dovrefjeld and

the Jotunfjeld, or Giant mountains.

These are not peaked like the Alps.

They have been ground down by

glaciers, denuded, scraped, harrowed,

by the ice plough of the Titans. Some

relics of the Ice Age still remain in the

shape of glaciers which feed the rivers

that pour down the narrow valleys

winding between the mountains.

Such a land, and such a coast, were

essential for the breeding of such a

race of seafarers as the Vikings. The

Norwegians are a pure race, preserving

all the characteristics of their Viking

ancestors, and it is in the light of the

Viking age that they should be studied.
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CENTURY OLD STABBUR ON THE HALLINGDAL HILLS

Some of the most famous Norwegian sagas are associated with the Hallingdal region which still

retains many of its ancient characteristics, displayed chiefly by the highly-coloured costumes of its

peasantry and the picturesque mountain farms, or saeters, with their adjoining outhouses These

latter, known as stabburs, are of primitive structural forms, often quaintly carved and decorated

Photo, Donald McLeish
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LEISURED LIVELINESS IN CHRISTIANIA'S MARKET SQUARE
fdll tTdT f*"?

1
;
beautifully situated at the foot of wooded hills, was founded in 16, , afterthe destruction by fire of the old city of Oslo, by Christian IV. of Denmark whose"statue adorns theMor-Torv, or great market. On the east side of the square rises Vor Frelseri l!Ue"the (tlh n(Onr Sav10ur, consecrated m ,697, the massive red-brick tower of which forms a notable Sart

Who would visit Greece without knowing
ancient Greek history ? Similarly, one
misses the peculiar virtue and signifi-

cance of Norway if one has not read the
sagas. Fjords, cliffs, mountains, water-
falls, raging torrents, afford food for

but a moment's wonder. It is the old
Border Ballads that have made the
Tweed famous among rivers. But for
them, as Alexander Smith says :

The Tweed were as poor as the Amazon,
That, for all the years it has roll'd,

Can tell but how fair was the morning red,
How sweet the evening gold.

In spirit, Norway is one of the most
democratic countries in the world. All

titles of nobility were abolished a

century ago. It is a country of small-
holders, or peasant proprietors, and the
proportion of proprietors to tenants has
steadily increased. In their little farms
they lead a life of simple prosperity,

without much money to spend on
imported luxuries, but with ample
supply of the necessities of life. They
are courteous and hospitable to stran-
gers, without any of the servility which
is too common a feature of tourist-

frequented countries. Care must be
taken not to offend their sense of dignity.

They are quick to resent an affront or
a slight, not by violence, but by a quiet
refusal to have anything further to do
with the offender. The man who
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NORWAY & THE NORWEGIANS

acts as guide or boatman is not awed

by the wealth or rank of the tourist he is

escorting. He is a landed proprietor.

He ranks himself as an equal. The

visitor who tries to treat him as a

mere porter will soon find his mistake.

The chief industries are fishing, tim-

ber, and agriculture. The abundance

of cheap water-power, and the facility

with which it may be adapted to the

generation of electricity, have given rise,

in recent years, to considerable indus-

trial development.

As becomes the descendants of the

Vikings, the Norwegians are matchless

sailors, and in the pursuit of the fishing

industry in the wild northern seas they

find full scope for their aptitude for the

sea. The Lofoden islands, within the

Arctic circle, farther north than Iceland,

are the centre of the cod fishery. Their

boats are of the antique Viking build,

the sight of which used to strike terror

along the shores of Britain and France.

The herring fishery is concentrated

round Stavanger and Haugesund, in

the south, where it gives rise to great,

industries on shore. The rivers abound

in salmon, which, when dried and

smoked make a world-famous delicacy.

The whaling and sealing fleets venture

far beyond the North Cape to Spits-

bergen, Franz Joseph Land, Nova

Zemlia, the Kara Sea, and even along

the northern shores of Siberia, their

unchronicled voyages rivalling those

of the most famous Arctic explorers.

It is only natural that such a people

should be pre-eminent in shipping, and

in proportion to her population, Norway

is more largely interested in shipping

than any other nation in the world.

In actual tonnage, before the Great

War, she was only exceeded by Britain,

Germany, and the United States of

America, and since then her position has

considerably improved.

The Norwegian forests, which cover

about one fifth of the total area, arc

to be found chieflv in the south, in the

iff :*.fAs

ifflam

•'..ate*

SIMPLE WOODEN STRUCTURE THAT SERVES AS A ROYAL PALACE

The royal palace of Trondhjem, which stands facing a public footway of the Munkegade, one of

the principal streets, is entirely unpretentious in its appearance ;
constructed only of wood, it is

reputed to be the largest wooden building in Europe. The governor of the province now resides

there, but it is used by the King when visiting the city, and on the occasion of coronation festivities

Photo, S. J. Beckett
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NORWAY & THE NORWEGIANS

basin of the river Glommen, which

includes the great inland sea of Mjosen,

and round the Trondhjem Fjord. The

luxuriant pine and fir forests give place

to birch in the far north, and this again

gives place to dwarf birch and alder

as one approaches the Arctic Ocean.

These forests are prolific in wild berries of

great masses of timber accumulate

behind it and the task of setting them

free is one of great peril. Nearer the

coast these logs give rise to large and

profitable industries of saw-milling,

wood-pulp, paper, and match factories.

Agriculture is the occupation of

about forty per cent, of the population.

CHRISTIANSRECORDING THEIR VOTES AT A POLLING BOOTH IN

or Parliament, "be occupied by women

all kinds. The ground is often carpeted

with wild Alpine strawberries, and there

is a thick undergrowth of blackberries,

cranberries, whortleberries, with cloud-

berries in the marshes, and raspberries

in the clearings. Among the denizens

of the forests are the elk, the largest

surviving wild animal in Europe, the

bear, the lynx, the red deer, and, in

remoter valleys, the wolf.

All the winter the lumbermen are

hard at work felling timber. Theirs is

a solitary and a wild life, demanding

great strength and endurance. In

spring the logs are floated down the

swollen rivers. When a jam occurs

Wheat is grown in the south, barley,

rye, and oats farther north, but the

corn supply has to be largely imported.

The rearing of cattle, sheep, and horses

is the staple occupation. The pastures

are excellent. Among the most familiar

features of the Norwegian landscape

are the curious pegged posts, like hat-

racks, dotted over the fields, on which

the hay and corn are dried, and the

fences of rough wooden laths all slanting

upwards.

Only a small proportion of the total

surface is suitable for cultivation, and

to each farm in the valley there is

generally attached an area of mountain
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NORWAY & THE NORWEGIANS
pasture. Often these pastures are at

a considerable distance from the farm.

In winter the cattle are housed and
fed in the farm, but every spring sees

a migration en masse to the mountain
pastures. The herds are driven up the

steep mountain paths to the higher

valleys by the girls and young women
of the farms who remain with them all

through the summer, living in one-

roomed wooden huts, known as saeters.

Much the same system used to prevail

in the Scottish Highlands, where the

summer pastures were known as

shielings.

The saeter system is one of the most
characteristic and picturesque features

of Norwegian country life. It is a

strenuous life, for there is much
milking and cheese and butter-making

to be done. The men come up at

intervals from the farms with horses to

piteflfft

**
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HARVESTING BARLEY IN A FERTILE VALLEY NEAR TRONDHJEM
Barley makes a successful crop in South Trondhjem, and has been reaped six weeks after sowing,
while records show that two crops a year are not uncommon. The ripe ears, cut down with the
sickle, are bound into sheaves and stuck one above another to dry on poles, which at a distance look

for all the world like rows of sturdy soldiers lined up for parade--
Photo, Underwood Press Service
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carry away the produce. There is joy

m the fresh air of spring after the long

dark winter. The flaxen-haired, red-

cheeked girls are merry at their work

and quite fearless of their isolation.

They bring their Sunday finery with

them, and, though no church bells can

be heard for a score of miles, they

celebrate the holy day in the bright

colours of the national gala costume,

which has its characteristic features in

every valley. Visits from amorous

swains from the farms are not infrequent,

and many a marriage follows the saeter

season. Public opinion is somewhat

lax so long as marriage is assured.

In the far north in the Arctic province

of Finmark, whose shores are beaten by
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NORWAY & THE NORWEGIANS
the icy waters of the Polar Sea, is to be
found a different race of men with
different ways of life, the Lapps and
Finns. They are the survivors of the
aboriginal population of Europe, pushed
up into the bleak north by better
equipped rivals. Traces of them have
been found in Britain. The Finns were
later arrivals, but they apparently

themselves by the produce of large

herds of reindeer and by fishing and
hunting. Until quite recent times they
were pagan, and were regarded with a
strange mixture of repulsion and fear

by their more civilized neighbours. The
secrets of ancient magic were supposed
to survive among them. They had con-
verse with the beasts of the wild and

ff§ti»55
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BRINGiNG HOME THE SCANTY HERBAGE GROWN ON THE HEIGHTS
So thrifty and painstaking are the Norwegian farmers that every blade of grass on the steep hillsides
is cherished tor the use of the cattle during the long winter. Clipped and collected annually, these
miniature mountain crops are sometimes transferred from their high altitudes to the valleys below

by pulleys on long wires, and brought down the fjords to their destinations by boats
Photo, Underwood Press Service

sprang from the same remote stock as

the Lapps, from which also came
the Samoyeds of Siberia and other

Arctic races.

The Lapps are the most primitive

and undeveloped of all the races of

Europe, to which they are alien in

physique and in speech. They belong
to a prehistoric phase of civilization.

They live a separate life in turf huts and
wigwams of reindeer hide, and support

with strange beings who dwelt under
the earth. They could transport their

bodies invisibly from place to place.

They could sell to sailors a favourable

wind in a sack, or let loose a hurricane

of death and destruction. In the wild

legends of the country these Wizards
of the North play a weird part.

Altogether there are some 20,000

Lapps in Norway, and under the pro-

tection of the Government they have
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ALL HANDS TO THE RAKES IN THE HAY-MAKING SEASON

The thrift of the Norwegian people is strikingly illustrated in the way they wrest a livelihood from

tie narrow stretches of fertile land scattered' about the valleys and mountains About nine-tenths

o! the fa°mers own their properties-a privilege that adds a zest to,tod ;
,wMertre does her

share, and the vegetation is usually remarkable for the rapidity of its growth

Photo, S. J. Beckett
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NORWAY & THE NORWEGIANS
recently shown a tendency to increase
in numbers. The parent stock is the
Fjeld or Mountain Lapps, who live a
nomad life, moving from pasture to
pasture with their reindeer herds
according to the season. Others have
settled down on the coast and on the
banks of rivers and maintain themselves
by fishing, being expert and fearless

sailors. These are the most advanced
towards civilization.

Christiania, the capital, is a modern
town, interesting chiefly for its picture
galleries, its collection of northern
antiquities, and the beautiful scenery

'1

whereby it is surrounded. At Holmen-
kollen, a few miles out of town, one may
enjoy the winter sports of ski-ing and
tobogganing to as great advantage as
in Switzerland. Up the rich valley of
the Glommen there is an endless variety
of river, forest, lake, and mountain
scenery.

Many tourists see only the coast
towns, cruising in the sheltered waters
of the Skjaergaard, exploring the wildly
picturesque Sogne and Hardanger Fjords
and perhaps rounding the North Cape to
see the Midnight Sun. Christiansand,
Stavanger, Bergen, and Trondhjem,'

CONFIDENTIAL TITTLE-TATTLE OF COUNTRY MARKETERS
Once a week the country folk from the surrounding districts visit Bere-en tn disnnSP „f th*t* „ a
produce or to fill their baskets with the wares of which their tore cufboards ftand n need

g
But

dameS
n
hIff

r^PfSSmg " l°
f^Ud indulSence * neighbourly conversation and to mMy dddames half the enjoyment of the outing lies in the interchange of little titbits of gossip
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'^"^'^T'unM IN THE BALHOLM DISTRICT

WAYLAYING THE UNWARY SALM ° N
'^breeding founds in the more shaUow

construction illustrated on paBe jpW^ ^^ p«ss Se„to

are flourishing shipping and fish ng

towns. The live fish market m the

harbour at Bergen is one of the most

animated and entertaining Sight tor

th0Se who make a study of nationa

characteristics. Trondhjem, though no

the modern capital, is in.many respects

the more interesting. Although it hes

as far north as Iceland, the Gulf Strean

has given it a temperate climate. It is

the "centre of a rich and populous

province, and here, in the days of the

Lrly kings, was the real hear

Norway. The cathedral, which date

from the Norman period, is one of the

oldest relics of Northern Christianity.

But there are many other little towns

along the coast, isolated from all com-

munication with the rest of the world

except by sea. It is a pleasant sight

to see half the population crowd down

to the pier to welcome the steamer

the blue-eyed, blonde girls all dressed

in vivid colours. What a lure are these

outward-bound ships for the sons and

daughters of the Vikings !
Piracy is no

longer a recognized profession, but as

^grants many of them find fortunes

in the New World.

Like all northern races, the Norwe-

gians drink spirits in preference to

beer and wine. Branvin, a very strong,
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raw spirit, used to be the national
beverage. It was cheap and plentiful,
and there were no restrictions as to
its manufacture or sale, and it was
consumed in such large quantities that
alarming signs of physical degeneration
began to manifest themselves. In
Sweden similar conditions prevailed. It
was to meet this danger that the
system of controlling the liquor traffic,

which is known as the Gothenburg
System, and which has excited so
much curiosity among temperance
ieformers in other countries, was devised.

Sweden and the Gothenburg System

Wide powers of local option were
granted to the local authorities through-
out both countries, and among their
options was that of handing over the
whole traffic in spirits in any district
to a company whose profits were
limited to a small fixed percentage on
the capital employed. All surplus
profits were paid to the state or devoted
to objects of public utility. The idea
was to eliminate the stimulus of private
profit in the pushing of sales. Experi-
ments in a similar kind of " disinterested
management " are now being carried
out in a large number of " Trust

"

public-houses throughout Great Britain.

NORWAY & THE NORWEGIANS

Evasion of Prohibition in Norway

In Sweden the operation of local option
generally led to the prohibition of the
sale of spirits in the country districts
and the handing of it over to "

disin-
terested management " companies in
the towns. It has been effective in
producing a great change for the better
in the habits and well-being of the
people. In some of the towns the
temperance feeling has developed so
strongly under this system that complete
prohibition of the sale of spirits has
been enacted. Prohibition in Norway
cannot be said to be so effective. There
are numerous loopholes, and many
abuses have sprung up, and many
temperance reformers believe that it is

better to have the traffic recognized

3848

and controlled than driven underground
and uncontrolled.

A generation before America "went
dry" travellers to Norway used to
report amusing instances of evasion of
the prohibition. Stavanger is a pro-
hibition town, and its inhabitants have
the reputation of being what is called
in Scotland "unco guid." In Sta-
vanger I found no difficulty in pur-
chasing a bottle of whisky, and when
I expressed to a native my surprise at
being able to do so so easily, he remarked
humorously :—" No ! No"! Not whisky!
You could not do it ! You must not
say so. Whatever happened, you did
not do it. There are no spirits sold in
Stavanger. It is the law and it must
be so. It would not be right to say
otherwise." His eyes twinkled as he
produced a bottle from his suit-case.
But Norway, by means of the Gothen-
burg System, has overcome one of the
greatest perils to her national life.

Radiance of the Midnight Sun

A yachting cruise to the North
Cape is the easiest way to see the
Midnight Sun. In these high latitudes
within the Arctic circle there is a
period in the height of summer during
which the sun never sets at all, and
the further north one goes the longer
this period is. At Tromso it is nine
weeks, at Hammerfest eleven, at the
North Cape twelve, and on the island
of Spitsbergen eighteen. There is, of
course, a corresponding period during
winter in which the sun never rises
above the horizon. The long Arctic day
is balanced by the long Arctic night.
Trondhjem lies just outside the radius

of the Midnight Sun. Towards the end
of June the sun just sinks at midnight
below the northern horizon and no
more. There is no division between
sunset and dawn—the same rosy flush
serves for both. The only difference
between midnight and midday is that
the midnight light casts no shadows.
It is a gentler, milder radiance. The sun
is not away long enough for the earth



NORWEGIAN FOLK
Of the Fjeld & Fjord

Stout bits ,7humanity are the hardy Norsemen, be they ™" se™°™?
with years or boasting but as many summers as the hand has fingers

Photo, S. J. Beckett
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/« /Ae stolkjaerre, the national vehicle of N,
leisure, drinking in all the wild beauty oi

orway, one may drive at

>f the rugged countryside

Through the roofs aperture, serving as window and outlet for smoke
the noonday sun has lighted this Saetersdal home nigh on 300 years

Photos, Donald McLrish
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Photo, Donald McLeish
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Daydreams hold the mind and stay the hand of many a Cinderella
tending the primitive open hearth of HallingdaVs old-world farmsteads

Photo, Donald McLcish
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The " skaut " or headdress of gophered linen, denotes ihd Hardanger

wife, -while smiling industry proclaims her a happy and devoted one

Photo, S. J. Beckett
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//^A Ao^s anrf A«#>v hearts they carry as to merry wedding air, "thcv
turn their steps, man and wife, towards the cosy Hardanger cottage

Photo, S. J. Beckett
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In this angel figure, lowered from the roof as a baptismal font is

seen the touch of fantasy never lacking in Norway's village churches

Photo, Donald McLoish
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NORWAY & THE NORWEGIANS

to have time to cool by night. The

effect on vegetation is extraordinary.

Here, in this sheltered fjord, and for

miles up the valley of the Nid, within

three degrees of the Arctic circle, the

summer herbage grows as luxuriantly

as in a hothouse. Here are to be found

most of the familiar English trees,

except the oak, and the sides of the

valleys and the low foot-hills are varie-

gated with a hundred delightful shades

of green. The warm air is aromatic

with the scent of pines and sweet briars.

The turf is thick and springy, inviting the

wayfarer to languorous abandonment.

All afternoon crowds of people bathe

along the western beach, for the most

part wearing only the livery of nature,

and in a neighbouring meadow a troop

of naked little boys are sporting like

cupids, chasing butterflies.

Magic-Working Wand of Spring

As in every northern country, the

annual coming of spring is a miracle,

the astonishing character of which can

hardly be appreciated by those who
know only southern lands—the contrast

with winter is so swift and violent.

For six months the country has been

ice-bound and buried in snow. The

days have shortened till they almost

disappeared. Then comes a week or so

of thaw, the days lengthen, and spring

comes rushing up the valleys. The

flowers can hardly wait for the departure

of the snow. Green foliage is bursting

everywhere. As the days lengthen a

semi-tropical climate is developed and

one can almost see the plants growing

from day to day. A spirit of exhilar-

ation possesses man and beast, and on

the farms everyone is astir with pre-

parations for the annual exodus to the

saeters in the mountains.

This gaiety reaches its climax at the

festival of midsummer on the eve of

June 24. This festival bears the name
of S. John, whose " day " it is, but it

is really a survival of the old pagan

festival of the sun, which seems to have

been part of a primitive nature worship

d 60 3857

among most European nations. In

Norway, as in other Scandinavian

countries, the holiday spirit reigns

supreme on S. John's Eve. Every

house, every ship, every carriage is

decorated with green birch branches and

the children carry about young trees,

like Christmas trees, in the streets. In

the evening there is an exodus from the

towns to the surrounding forests and

promontories overlooking the fjords.

Boats can be seen loaded with merry-

makers crossing the mirror-like waters

in every direction. Fires are kindled

on every position of advantage, and the

whole long summer night is spent round

them, singing, and dancing. What think

the old gods as their ancient rights arc-

celebrated under Christian guise ?

Where Old Customs Still are Cherished

In the capital, in the chief seaports,

like Bergen and Trondhjem, and along

the line of the railways, the habits and

manners of life of the people are gradu-

ally being assimilated to the uniform

international standard of Europe.

Education, association with foreigners,

and that great leveller, the newspaper,

are smoothing out the picturesque irregu-

larities of national life. But still, by

far the greater part of the interior of

Norway remains inaccessible by railway,

and can only be reached by long road

journeys, and in winter by sleigh and

snow-shoe. There the primitive sim-

plicities of life still survive. There the

old traditions and the old customs are

still cherished, and the hardy stock,

which still goes forth to seek adventures

in all parts of the. world, is reared under,

conditions which are practically iden-

tical with those of their remote ancestors.

Innocence Driven Away by Progress

Nothing strikes the foreigner as more

incongruous than the ancient custom of

promiscuous bathing. This Garden of

Eden simplicity and innocence is fast

disappearing wherever the sophisticated

ways of modern civilization have

obtained a hold. The hot vapour bath

2G5



ANGLING FOR TROUT IN A BREEZE-RUFFLED NORWEGIAN TARN
In the numberless lakes, rivers, and brooks of Norway trout-fishing is free to peasant and leisured
folk alike, and this palatable fish forms an inexpensive and a frequent summer delicacy both in townand in country. The bait is dropped into all likely places, chiefly near rocks and under banks the

capture of trout with the artificial fly being considered the highest form of the art of fishing

TROUT-FISHING: AT THE END OF A SATISFACTORY DAY
Fishing in Norway is confined more or less to specialists, and the farming communities do not now
turn fishermen at the approach of a school of herrings as is reputed of them in the saga times Whetherm shop or m sea, fish are cheap enough in this well-watered country, and without undue physical

exertion on his part the angler for trout can often boast of a considerable haul
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FINISHING TOUCHESNm .,n :•, :., OF THE FISHERMAN AFTER THE DAY'S WORK

The house on piles is one of many similar buildings which the practical folk of the Norwegian coasts

Sns rue in oSer to plaee° themselves and their belongings beyond the reach rf m
*ffi*«*™«

the waters. In the foreground a fisherman is making fast his boat for the night, while his young

sons search for possible treasures m the nets at his side

Photo, F. H. Owens
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SKI-ING DERBY OF NORWAY: WATCHING THE HOLM ENKOLLEN LEAP

Every year usually in February, thousands of spectators witness the ski contest, known as the

Holmenkollen Leap. After descending a steep incline from a hilltop the competitor jumps from a

teds? high over the heads of the onlookers, speeding through the air like a bird. Only it he keeps his

feet is the jump counted. Leaps of one hundred and thirty feet are recorded
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SMALL FOLK VERSED IN NORTH-COUNTRY FAIRY LORE
Norwegian girls of the Far North, they are coated in thick woollens suitable to the severe winterswhich hold their lands snow- and ice-bound for long months together. In those bleak and ruggedregions strange superstitions are extant, and, according to prevailing child-lore, pixies, sprites andwitches still people the mountain solitudes which abound in the Land of the Midnight Sun'

Photo, F.

is one of the most widely enjoyed luxuries

of the people of Northern Europe.
A small log hut is set apart for this

purpose. A furnace roughly built of

large stones is heated red hot and water
is then poured over the stones and the

room is filled with dense clouds of

steam. By such means the temperature
is raised to that of a Turkish bath,
inducing a copious flow of perspiration

from the bathers. Every Saturday
night all the members of the family,

young and old, male and female,

often with visitors and neighbours,

crowd into the bath house in a

state of nature. They switch each
other with birch twigs to assist, the

H. Owens

flow of perspiration. They pour buckets
of cold water over each other to obtain
relief from the intense heat. In winter
they will rush out with skin as red as
a lobster and roll in the snow bank
before they return to their houses to

complete their toilet and to don clean
linen for the new week.

The Scandinavians have set an
example to the world in the preservation
of relics of the old-fashioned life and
primitive culture of the people. This
might almost be described as a branch
of folk-lore, and it is only in compara-
tively recent times that scientific atten-

tion has been directed to it. The
Northern Museum, at Stockholm, with
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NORWEGIAN CHILDREN HAPPY AT THEIR VIGOROUS PLAY

With tireless energy they roam the steep, rock-bestrewn slopes, and in their playgrounds romp

without ceasing, performing acrobatic feats on the ropes and great swing ladders, which greatly

assist the development of their sturdy, muscular forms

Photo, F. H. Owens
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MAIDS OF NORWAY AMONG THE BEAUTIES OF THEIR MOTHERLAND

worn coast, where majestic waterways willerl in h„ r^i,^t,; "
f

g the fretted and sea-

the land. And there i a1^1^^ »BP/iofo, Publishers' Photo Service

its open air annexe at Skansen, demon-
strated the historical importance, of such
a collection, and the idea has since been
developed in Christiania and Lille-

hammer in Norway, and more recently
in the London Museum.
Lillehammer is the market town of

Gudbransdal, the great inland valley
which stretches from Lake Mjosen for

over ioo miles through the very heart
of the country. It is " the valley of
valleys " for Norway. Its inhabitants
number about 50,000, and here the old
Norwegian types have been best pre-
served. Many of the farms have been
in the possession of the same family

for five or six centuries, and some of
the stalwart bonder or peasants claim
to trace their descent, in saga-fashion,
from the ancient kings who used to
rule the land before it was consolidated
into one kingdom. Among these pea-
sants the old traditions, the old national
costumes are preserved, though the old
arts and crafts are disappearing before
the competition of the factories.

In Det Norske Folkemuseum, on the
peninsula of Bugdo, in the Christiania
Fjord, and in the Sandvig Collection at
Lillehammer, the remaining relics of
these ancient arts and crafts and
domestic usages have been piously
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GENERAL ROOM IN A NORWEGIAN PEASANT'S COTTAGE
The living-room of the bonde, or peasant, despite a remarkable lack of ventilation, has an inviting

appearance. The furniture is limited, but stove, table, bench, and chairs are always in evidence.

In many places the carved spinning-wheel is still employed, and the bed is so constructed that a

second bed, as it were, slides from under the first, enlarging it according to the space required

MS^^SlSllJ^t^etfttJvsx

^a r
^tfi-*^"

THREE GENERATIONS IN A FLOWER-CROWNED LOG CABIN OF OIE
Simple, honest, God-fearing people are the Norwegian peasants, full of a vigorous zest for life, and

imbued with that great love of freedom which dominated their hardy Viking ancestors. Mountain

farms are chiefly constructed of wood, with roofs of birch-bark covered with a layer of turf to make them
impervious to rain, on which miniature flower-gardens ofttimes grow apace

Photos, S. J. Beckett
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NORWAY & THE NORWEGIANS

&i>

iH

is
CHEERY CHILDHOOD IN THE CHEERLESS NORTH
Their thick, comfortable costumes, warm caps, and reindeer-shoes

—not unlike those worn by their neighbours the Lapps, are well-

suited to the inclement climate of the northerly regions where
nature displays her most frowning and morose mood

preserved. Andcis Sandvig settled in

Lillehammer, as a young dentist, in

1885. His hobby was the collection

of old furniture, especially the carved

and painted chests and cupboards

which were so cherished in the valley,

silverwork, wrought ironwork, costumes,

weapons, and mechanical devices like

locks, door catches, etc. But, most

valuable of all, he rescued from des-

truction many specimens of the ancient

log houses, in the erection of which the

Gudbrandalers had developed an archi-

tectural style of their own.

These houses were built, not of sawn

planks, but of whole timber or logs, no

tool being used for the structural work

but the axe. The buildings are of

different types, dating al-

most from saga times,

some of them with curi-

ously projecting and dec-

orative " lofts." He had

these buildings transport-

ed to his garden at

Maihaug, Lillehammer,

and had them re-erected

round the shores of a

pretty little lake among
the trees on the hillside.

They form the basis of

the Sandvig Collections,

now one of the most

attractive features of this

delightful little town.

The influence of the

Scandinavian race
throughout Europe for the

past two thousand years

has been continuous, and
can be traced in the most

characteristic features of

Western civilization. But

that influence has been

chiefly exercised through

the migration of large

numbers of northmen

and their settlement in

the south. It is only

within the past century

that the people of Norway
have begun to develop

in their own homeland

which have exercised a direct influence

on European civilization. They were

pioneers in such political experiments as

the public control of the liquor traffic and
the extension of the franchise to women.

In the realms of art and literature they

strike a clear and distinctive note.

The fresh and vivid impressionism of

the Norwegian painters is well illus-

trated in the works of Fritz Thaulow.

In literature there are two names of

European importance. Bjornstjerne

Bjornson wrote novels, plays, lyrics,

and political pamphlets with all the

vigour of the Viking ancestors whom he

also resembled in physical type. He
represents the sustained energy which

institutions
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NORWAY: A DAUGHTER OF THE SNOTVFIELDS
Though the land is one in which the people are said to be born with, skis on their feet, the sleigh

also has its place, and the pony drawn into its service is usually an affectionate and devoted pet

To face page 3872 Photo, Wilse
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WHERE THE DUTIES OF HOSPITALITY ARE HELD AS A SACRED TRUST
Those fanciful costumes are still in vogue in remote regions of northern Norway, where fashion is an

empty word and the popular style is that which has been worn for many generations. the local

taste for decorative design is indicated by the carvings on doorposts and lintels, while another pleasing

characteristic is the ever " open door," affording access to all visitors—be they friend or foreigner

D6« 3873 2H5
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NORWAY & THE NORWEGIANS

the northern strain has contributed to

the development of Europe. Henrik

Ibsen's influence has penetrated further,

for it was more in the realm of thought

than of action. He stands for that

irrepressible individualism which scorns

the yoke of accepted tradition. Applied

to religious dogma it produced the

Reformation and the numerous sects of

Protestantism. Ibsen applied it to the

conventions and dogmas of social life.

Bjornson was a Berserk who hewed

with two-handed sword or battle-axe.

Ibsen was a Skald whose songs sowed

inflammatory doubts in men's minds.

The old stock still remains in the old

homeland. Its vigour has not decayed.

In the north is the power house of the

world. From it radiate the streams

of vital energy which have revived

jaded and languid nations, and saved

the world from stagnation and decay.

-

DYRESKARD PASS: CLEARING A ROAD AFTER A SNOW AVALANCHE
Even in midsummer large masses of snow collect about the Dyreskard Pass, blocking the thoroughfare
and rendering travelling impossible. The region is much exposed to the havoc of avalanches which,
accompanied by loose earth and rocks, break away from the precipitous slopes of the mountain walls

and so entirely overwhelm the pass that a tunnel has to be cut through them every year

Photo, Underwood Press Service
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Norway
II. From Harold Haarfager to Haakon VII.

By J. A. Brendon, B.A., F.R.Hist.S.

Writer on Modern European History

NORWAY, as an organized and
independent nation-state, has a
very short history. It did not

attain to complete autonomy until 1905.
The Norwegians, on the other hand, have
a long and glorious history, a history full

of romance.
At one period, the Norwegians were

leading actors on the European stage.

They continued as such for three hundred
years at least—throughout the ninth,
tenth, and eleventh centuries. Yet in the
eighth century Europe hardly knew of
their existence ; in the thirteenth century
they again sank into obscurity. Only
recently have they begun to re-emerge.

In the days of long ago—indeed, since
time immemorial—a seafaring race, a race
of fishermen, had toiled laboriously for a
bare subsistence in the winding, rock-
bound bays along the coast of Norway.
There were not many of these men.
Norway is a cold and barren land ; even
to-day it can support only a small popula-
tion. In the far-off ages food was very
hard to find ; and the clan of one bay had
often to rely for the necessities of life

upon what it could plunder from the clans
of neighbouring bays.
These people made war their sport, but

frequently they had to make it their

means of livelihood. And they comforted
themselves with the belief that he who
died peacefully in his bed went to hell

—

a hell near to the North Pole, colder
even than Norway ; while
he who died fighting, as a
man should die, went to
Valhalla, and there could
figh'; and drink for ever to

his heart's content.

Norway at that time was
no place for weaklings. Nor
was it the place for a king
or settled government. For
this reason the Norwegians
were one of the last of the
white peoples to mature.
Then suddenly, in the
eighth century, they burst
upon the world as a race
of conquerors.
Had they organized as

a nation before they ex-
panded in conquest, they
must have made them-
selves the masters of

Europe. Instead, they

conquered as they had lived, without order
or method ; and in the end they dissipated
their strength. Only now are they slowly
recovering from the reckless expenditure
of human energy incurred by their early
ancestors. Upon Europe these wild men
conferred incalculable benefits. Norway
herself, however, could ill afford to lose

all that virile blood which her sons lavished
to enrich the races of mankind from the
Baltic to the Black Sea, from the Gulf of
Finland as far westward as America.
The Norwegians, being excellent crafts-

men, evolved in course of time a fine

ocean-going vessel for deep sea fishing.

This was the famous Viking ship. The
Viking ship could ride an Atlantic storm,
and outsail any other type of vessel then
afloat. It gave the Norwegians a mastery
of the sea such as no people had hitherto
possessed. From the latter part of the
eighth century onwards for three hundred

KINGDOM OF NORWAY
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years, it enabled them to

make themselves a very
terror to every other
European people. When-
ever the square sails of a
Viking ship appeared on
the horizon, the dwellers
on foreign coasts fled

panic-stricken from their

homes, while priests

prayed, but prayed in

vain, for deliverance from
the fury of the Norsemen.
In the year 986, an
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the P°Wer to Sarie!trie will to achieve—these were thequalities the peoples of Europe acquiredfrom their Viking masters.
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NORWAY'S STORY
at any rate until the eleventh century.For conquest and settlement the Norsemenfavoured specially France, Ireland Scot"land, and the Scottish isles

ffc„
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41,

t
hey Plundered Rouen ; in 84%they dared even to sack Paris. A fewyears earlier a Norse chieftain sailed upto Dublin. After many sharp fightsT"according to the old chrLcler.Gifaldus

Cambrensis, "he conquered in a shorttime all Ireland, and erected, wherever hewent, high fortifications of rnason^ whhdeep moats, of which many ruins^re yet

00 E m therntry At this <*Stoo, JNorsemen frequently visited the

iSclT'
S^tlands
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Hebrides, andFarS

islands. There they made permanent
settlements. Norse blood still fL£fi£ty
S^f Vems of the Pe°p!e of these islandsNorse names are common among them.At last towards the end of the ninthcentury Norway produced a really "big
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«Harold the Fairhaired. Harold had a

clearly defined idea of national unity andhaving by force of arms established hisascendancy over rival kinglets, he pro
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SSly t0 reor» the countryon a feudal basis. y

FaLe Dawn of National Unity

Viking Ships Fraught with Terror
During the ninth century an incessantstream of adventurers flowedYom NorwayIhe peoples of the Baltic, the peoples ofScotland Ireland, France, and Spah? eventhose of the distant lands around IheMediterranean, all learned to dread thecoming of the Viking ship. To Englandfor some inexplicable reason ont | fewNorwegians found their way Old salaTtell us of Norse chieftails who took
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T
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- Some went toIceland, and took with them a great schoolof Norse poets. Others went to France-notably Rollo the Walker. Rollo Sad toDe a walker"; he could not findanywhere a horse strong enough to carryhis weight. Rollo a
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carry
ultimately accepted Christianity and
C. 912, settled in Normandy.
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and his successors.One of the latter, Olaf '<>vggvesson
(994-1000), became, during rZ^S
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SCendt the throne, ordained
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SUbj6CtS Should aIso be

as fin allflu
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;
ous ln his Christianity,

Ki I ' ?M converted by the sword

kaSe
y
'th

e d
TVe hiS heathen earis toleague themselves with the kings ofDenmark and Sweden, and was defeatedand slam in battle. '

Wa

End of the Romantic Period

Ch^l-
S
?t6en years the Progress ofChristianity was stayed in Norway. ThenUlat Haroldsson (1016-30) came" to the

throne. He is usually known as Olaf thesaint and, throughout the Middle Ageswas the patron saint of Norway. During

countrT M°
rW
^y b6Came a Christian"

country. More than a century elapsed
however, before the Churc. was organized

OhfT+i? °™ arChbish°P- The secondUlaf, like the first, was a strong ruler. Assuch, he inevitably incurred the hostility
of his nobility. Also he incurred thehostility of his powerful neighbour, Canuteor Cnut King of England and King ofDenmark. Canute stirred up revolutionm Norway

; then, as leader of the move-
£^*

hf\?°nquered and made himself
master of the land (1028).

Canute's great northern empire did notsurvive its founder's death. In «,,, a

X° °laf ^e Saint-Magnus by name-who had taken refuge in Russia, restoredthe Norwegian throne to the house of

ra£
fager;and

.. during the next few

SS I u
Norweglans showed themselves

still to be possessed of national vigour

Set? y
+
dld/hey Co^Ptetely liberate

their country from the Danish intruder,but m 1066 made a bold attempt to
forestall their Norman kinsmen in theconquest of England.

NORWAY'S STORY
Calmar (1397)—

i

n bringing the three
Scandinavian kingdoms under her rulei™ W

'f g
U1"e

i
y dynastic. Denmark,'

Norway, and Sweden, though they ac-

seZatelf £*^ T?™^ fe™^separate kingdoms, and in each, owing tothe frequent and inevitable absence ofthe king, the too mighty subject got moreand more out of hand.
In 1523, Sweden, under the leadership

vo£ T S VaSa
' ^

hrew off the Danishyoke Norway could not escape Thepeople of Norway by this time had

leaders all were slam. Norway continued
as a Danish province until 1814. Dtirine-
these centuries the country had nSindividua history; its story is all partand parcel of that of Denmark
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7.. during the Napoleonic warsthe Danes joined—or, rather, were forced
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the French s°Wifr of

rieir to Tv, Vi"
1 l8l °' they eIected asheir to their throne. In 1812, Swedenthrew in her lot with the Grand Alliance

and, in 1814 after Napoleon's fall, whenthe Peace of Kiel was concluded withDenmark Bemadotte demanded thatSweden should receive Norway as theprice of her cooperation.

Struggle Ends in Independence

Anarchy, Exhaustion, and Absorption

hJIll
N-^'egian invasion was defeated

o?S& Har0ld
'
at the battleof Stamfoto Bridge, in Yorkshire, onlythree days before William the Conqueror;taPeWnSey

V The battle °f Stam-ford Bridge may be said to end theromantic period in the history of theNorwegian people. During the twelfthand thirteenth centuries their story £ adismal tale of racia l Suicide. Anarchyheld sovereign sway
; and, under a feeblemonarchy, powerless to control internecine

for ed th
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ly n°blllty of N°™*Vforced those brave fisherfolk, whose
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aild danng aCtually had reshaped

i.urope, to wage remorselessly a fierce warof extermination on themselves
In 1319 the house of Harold Haarfagerbecame extinct. The crown of Norwaythen passed to the Swedish dynastyTwenty-four years later, Margaret ofDenmark the widow of the Swedish fdngsucceeded-by means of the Union of
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Thus Norway was severed from Den-mark, and joined to Sweden. For ninety^*one years the country remained under the'Swedish crown. But the union was notaccomplished without difficulty TheNorwegians offered a stubborn oppositionand would not surrender until they hadsecured the recognition of a
'

very
democratic constitution, and a lar4measure of legislative and administrative
independence.
The people of Norway had no love forthen- former Danish masters. Neverthe

less they deeply resented the callous
''

indifference with which the Great Powers

to » «t
t°s
fd them over from a Danish

cenwit alleSlanCe ' ^e nineteenth
|century, it must be remembered was

essentially the age of nationalism. Between

of In? T°' ,

a Iong drawn-out processof political evolution reached a climaxand everywhere new nation-states cameinto being. In the Balkans, in SouthAmerica in Belgium, Italy, and Germany
the spirit of nationalism called insistently
to men. Even in the unchanging East infar Japan

:
m North America*, too

Australia and m South Africa, the voicewas heard
; there also arose nation-statesunder the aegis of the British crown

to^lr3^ *£ PeaCe °f Kiel sufficedto awaken the Norwegians from their
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long hibernating torpor. They were given
anew a sense of national consciousness

;

and the history of their country, during
the union with Sweden, resolves itself

into a constant and persistent striving on
the part of the smaller state to break
away and achieve independence.

Successive kings of the house of
Bernadotte' strove alternately by repres-
sion and concession to preserve the union.
It was an impossible task. In 1884, the
Norwegians were given Home Rule. Even
that did not satisfy them ; and at last, in

1905, after prolonged and difficult negotia-
tions, the Norwegian Storting, or parlia-
ment, formally deposed King Oscar of
Sweden, and declared the union dissolved.

During the course of these negotiations,
the menace of civil war on several
occasions hung ominously over the Scan-
dinavian countries. That the revolution
was accomplished in the end peaceably
and without bloodshed can be attributed
largely to the tact and statesmanship of a
worthy successor of the Vikings of old,
Professor Nansen, the famous Arctic
explorer.

Having secured independence, it re-
mained for the Norwegians to find a king.
The choice of the Storting fell upon Prince
Charles, a younger son of the Crown
Prince of Denmark. Prince Charles
accepted the offer made to him and, in
November, 1905, ascended the Norwegian
throne as Haakon VII. Not since the
death of Haakon Longlegs, the last of the

house of Haarfager (1319), had the
Norwegians had a king all to themselves.

Prince Charles of Denmark was married
to a British princess, the youngest sister
of King George V. On this account, his
election to the Norwegian throne gave
much offence at Berlin. The ex-Emperor
William II. feared it must necessarily
enhance British influence in Scandinavia,
and so make Germany's position very
difficult in the event of war. " If it is to
be Charles," he wrote to his chancellor,
Prince von Biilow, " England, by fair
means or foul, will stick her fingers in
Norwegian affairs, gain influence, begin
intrigues, and finally, by the occupation
of Christiansand, close the Skagerak."
But the Kaiser's opposition did not keep
Prince Charles from his throne and, under
the rule of King Haakon VII., Norway has
advanced with giant strides.

During recent years British influence
has, perhaps, increased in Scandinavia.
But Britain has not begun intrigues ; and
Norway, in the Great War, was able to
preserve her neutrality. But at a very
heavy price.

The Norwegians still are, as they always
have been, essentially a seafaring people.
Agriculture, though now pursued with
vigour, can be made to yield only a small
percentage of the produce required for
home consumption. The people have still

to import most of their food, and a large
part of the population still looks to the
fisheries for a livelihood.

NORWAY: FACTS AND FIGURES
The Country

Occupies western and northern portions of
Scandinavian peninsula, bounded north by Arctic
Ocean, south by Skagerak, the channel separating
it from Denmark, west by North Atlantic, and
east by Sweden and Finland. Main portion of
land consists of mountainous plateau averaging
from 2,000 to 3,000 feet in height. Only in the
south-east is there any low-lying country. The
plateau is pierced by several :

. deep valleys, giving
facilities for roads and railways. The coastline is

long, measuring over 2,000 miles, the total area of
the kingdom being nearly 125,000 square miles,
with a population of over 2,500,000. The Arctic
archipelago of Spitsbergen under Norwegian
sovereignty has an area of 25,000 square miles.

Government and Constitution

Hereditary and constitutional monarchy with
legislative power in hands of the Storting or
parliament, for which women are eligible, elected
by uni versal suffrage. King holds executive power
through a cabinet of at least eight ministers, and
may twice veto any bill, but on third re-enactment
of parliament veto is cancelled. Storting meets
on its own initiative without summons by the
King.

Defence
Army consists of national militia with universal

and compulsory service from years of eighteen to
fifty-five. Total peace strength about 138,000
men. Navy designed solely for coast defence, and
includes four old battleships, two gunboats,
thirty-three destroyers and torpedo-boats, and

four submarines. All seamen between the ages of
twenty and forty-four liable for naval service.

Commerce and Industries
Country unstated to agriculture except in

isolated sections. Twenty-one per cent, of whole
area is covered by forest, only three per cent, being
cultivated. Large output in wrought and
partially wrought timber, while mineral deposits
include silver, copper-ore, felspar, and pyrites.
Cod, herring, and mackerel, whale, salmon, and
seal fisheries form important sources of wealth.
Coal is worked at Spitsbergen. In 1919 the im-
ports of which textile manufactures, bread-
stuffs, tallow, oils, and tar were among the chief,
amounted to 2,583,745,700 kroner, and exports
for the same year, including animal produce,
unwrought minerals, vessels, carriages, and
machinery, totalled 782,087,400 kroner. Norway
in 1875 adopted similar monetary svstem to
Denmark and Sweden, the normal value of the
kroner being 18 to the pound sterling.

Communications
Total railway mileage reaches 2,072 miles,

mainly state-owned. There are 91,600 miles of
telegraph and telephone wire, with eleven wireless
stations in Norway, and one at Spitzbergen.

Chief Towns
Christiania, capital (estimated population,

258,300), Bergen (91,000), Trondhjem "(54,500),
Stavanger (44,000), Drammen (26,174), Hauge-
sund (16,500), Aalesund (16,300), Christiansand
((6,500).
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